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Dearest Friends,
WOW!
2018 is already flying by...:)
What an incredible year so far!
Ramaji and I have so much to share with
you all!
To begin with, our RASA community is growing rapidly. This growth
has been fueled by our love & dedication to help facilitate every
seekers awakening!
Thank you all with all our hearts for believing in us and for helping
us make this happen. It is your love & support which motivates us.
Your incredible sharing, your dedication and commitment to
awakening....you are all exceptional!
A big theme for us over the last few months has been the confusion
around “non-doership.” For example, many people seem to think it
means “there is nothing I can do” or “I am powerless to make
positive changes in my life.” These are serious misunderstandings
of the non-doership teaching point.
Ramaji & I have spent a large portion of our time hoping to find a
better way to describe non-doership. The best way to communicate
our understanding is by using a very simple analogy. A small self (
the little I) and the BIG SELF ( our true nature, essence, presence,
knowingness of our beingness). Non-doership is when the little self
“self destructs.” Then we see clearly that it is a fictitious

character. A thought, not based in truth. This small self dissolved
and the BIG SELF takes over!:)
Many ask....well now the universe is doing everything right? YES, it
is, this intelligence, otherwise known as YOU is running your show!
This intelligence does not doubt its SELF, its nature is to create, to
BE, to explore, to experience itself as YOU! To LIVE LIFE! Certainty
in this force as you- is how to best describe what transpires post
awakening. The little self moves aside, the doubts, the issues, the
various belief systems are shredded into dust. Leaving THIS - NOWYOU- HERE- as the TRUTH!
Please take the time to explore via our website & our YouTube
videos. Here is the link to a recent short video I did on the topic of
non-doership. You can click on the video image below also.
https://youtu.be/k6VX3HXpM80

It is fundamental to really grasp this theme. Consciousness cannot
remain robotic. The way to eliminate old patterns is to begin to
really understand. One's understanding leads to wisdom. It is via
the wisdom that an awakening is sped up.
When non-duality is embraced and lived, the world itself becomes
our playground! Life itself becomes a miracle, a blessing and one's
heart blows up with the freedom it knows itself to BE! Whatever
shows up, is a part of us. Whatever experience is created, it is done
with reverence and a deep knowingness that is indescribable!
Each of us is responsible for our own SELF. Uniting and claiming

oneself as a part of the force we call ESSENCE is key to the
CERTAINTY needed in order to integrate and expand. Your potential
is limitless.
We also want to take this opportunity to thank and acknowledge all
the RASATM givers for their crucial part in helping us expand our
global mission!
BE THE LIGHT you were born to BE!
Sending Blessings and Our Love & Light, Always!
Ananda Devi & Ramaji
https://www.rasatransmissioninternational.com/
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